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Institute of 
Transportation 

Engineers

The Institute of Transportation Engineers is an international 
educational and scientific association of transportation 

professionals who are responsible for meeting mobility and 
safety needs. ITE facilitates the application of technology and 
scientific principles to research, planning, functional design, 

implementation, operation, policy development and 
management for any mode of ground transportation. Through its 
products and services, ITE promotes professional development of 

its members, supports and encourages education, stimulates 
research, develops public awareness programs and serves as a 

conduit for the exchange of professional information.

HISTORY

� Founded in 1930, ITE is a community of transportation 
professionals including, but not limited to transportation 
engineers, transportation planners, consultants, educators and 
researchers. Through meetings, seminars, publicationsand a 
network of nearly 17,000 members, working in more than 90 
countries, ITE is your source for expertise, knowledge and ideas.
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� ITE

�NEITE

� CONN ITE

�UCONN ITE

President: Garrett Bolella

Vice President: Kelly Bertolaccini

Treasurers: Kwasi Adu-Gyamfi and Jason Zheng

Communications Officer: Alex Bernier 

First Mate: Dr. Nicholas Lownes
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Well okay, do. This is our ice breaker activity.

Prepare for some MAD-LIBS
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I woke up at (____) feeling (_________), until I realized my 
alarm didn’t go off. 

I had to (________) with (1________) at (2________) in 
(________) minutes, but I went to (________) for a (________) 
anyway. 

Then I tried to drive my (________) car down (________) 
between classes but there were many (________) in the way. 

The (________) parking lots were full, so I had to park in 
(________)-Lot. 

As I got there, the bus was (________) away. 

So I (________) walked to (2________), only to find (1________) 
hadn’t arrived yet.
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Test your skills on the court every Monday 
when transportation takes on structural.

� Topics from the day include:

� Perform at Peak & Presentation Skills

� Women Leaders in Air, Land, and Sea

� Asphalt as an Energy Source

� Mobility Hubs

� High Speed and Inner City Rail in the Northeast 
Corridor

� Walkable Urban Throroughfares

� Security at Connecticut’s Ports
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We hope to rehabilitate the mysterious shower 
in the basement

… no, really.

� A long term 
fundraiser/gift to the 
office:

� $0.50 for ITE 
members/$1.00 for 
others

(Its because of the 
coffee pod bay door)
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Don’t be a Farrelure…

Let Brian Schwarz guide you

Single Occupancy Vehicle –vs- Bus

Which vehicle moves the fastest being pulled 
by its average passenger load*

*Rounded down to the nearest whole human
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What can you find on our newly adopted highway... 
Yes, we mean garbage.

� Professor Penguin Plunge
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�Weekly Meetings

� Friday 9:30 – 10:20AM

�News Letter Editor

� Photographer

�Webmaster
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�Main Office: Castleman 205

�Our chapter website @

� http://uconnite.wordpress.com/

Uconn ITE

uconnITE

We’d love to hear from you!


